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SCOPE & KEY ISSUES 

 

The aim of the ESC Fault2SHA working group is to motivate exchanges between field 
geologists, fault modellers and seismic hazard practitioners. 

The Key Questions for the Working Group remain the ones declared at its approval by 
the European Seismological Commission, in 2016: they are listed in the home page of the 
Fault2SHA website (http://fault2sha.net/info/).   

Annual Reports are available online at: http://fault2sha.net/what/. 

2021-2022 COMMUNITY GROWTH 
 

During the sixth year of activity, facing persisting difficulties posed by the Covid-19 
pandemic, the process of enlargement of the community inside and outside Europe, the 
consolidation of natural test areas, and the search for funds to support the network continued.  

 

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND GOVERNING BOARD 
People are asked to join to Fault2SHA working group by a form, accessible since Jan 2018 on 
the website (http://fault2sha.net/join-fault2sha/). As of August, 2022, we are approaching the 
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threshold of 250 members; they regularly receive news and info about the on-going activities, 
via e-mail messages and social platforms (Twitter, Facebook).  

The governing board (Executive Committee, ExCom) elected with a ballot in 2017, continues 
its duties of leading some activities, always as voluntary, non-paid contributors. For 
increasing other duties, one Spanish member left the ExCom, and was replaced by a new 
volunteer. The Fault2SHA ExCom is composed from 2022 of the following members: 

- Oona Scotti and Laura Peruzza (coordinators of the Working Group activities 
and responsible for reporting to the ESC) 

- Bruno Pace 
- Francesco Visini 
- Lucilla Benedetti 
- José Alvarez-Gomez (substitutes Julian Garcia-Mayordomo)  
- Maria Ortuño 
- Graeme Weatherill 
- Joanna Faure Walker 

 
MEETINGS & WORKSHOP 

The WG promotes the organization of sessions during well-known International 
Conferences, and Workshops, on specific topics. The 2021-2022 activities continued to suffer 
the worldwide difficulties posed by the COVID-19 pandemic. Meetings went mainly in 
virtual format, and the 6th Workshop, initially planned in Spring 2022, in Sicily (I) was then 
postponed in 2023 and moved to France. Fault2SHA members remained active, sometimes on 
individual basis, or supporting other initiatives, such as: 

1. Contributions to the workshop “Hands on fault-based PSHA: data and approaches 
to build models” held in Pisa (Italy), from 27 to 30 September 2021 (co-organized 
by INGV and Italian Civil Protection Department). 

2. Contributions to the NATO workshop within the framework of the NATO SPS 
Multi-year project ‘Geo-environmental security from earthquakes in Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan’ http://quakesincentralasia.org/research-
updates/uncategorized/workshop-report-quaternary-dating-and-hazards-at-cerege-
aix-e-provence-france/.	

FUNDING 
As mentioned in previous reports, the ESC WGs are not supported financially; their 

activities and member participation are based on voluntary contributions, in terms of time or 
economic resources. Even if no live events have been organized since July 2019, funds are 
needed for expanding the community, and for providing the group with a more long-term 
vision.  The Fault2SHA ExCom members submitted in 2021 the following actions/proposals: 
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ü A 3rd COST Action proposal was re-submitted by the ExCom Italian representative 
(Laura Peruzza) in the call OC-2021 in October 2021, received the Evaluation Report in 
June 2022, and despite the high score, it was not approved.  

ü A new proposal to the MSCA-DN 2021 call was submitted by the ExCom Italian 
representative Bruno Pace as coordinator; the project TREAD “daTa and pRocesses in 
sEismic hAzarD”, initially in the waiting list for additional funding, has been accepted 
in August 2022, and it is under re-negotiation right now. It will provide a strong 
multidisciplinary network of Universities, Research labs and other participants (Fig.1). 

  

 

 
FAULT2SHA TEST LABS 
 

The Fault2SHA Test Labs are intended to be think tank to promote collaborations, and 
provide a forum for the many open questions of research relating to fault-based seismic 
hazard. The two Labs established in previous years, namely: 

• CENTRAL ITALY LAB  (http://fault2sha.net/fault2sha-central-apennines-lab/) 

• BETICS LAB  (http://fault2sha.net/fault2sha-eastern-betics-shear-zone-lab/) 

are still active, and core promoters invite the interested people to join the activities.  
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Several field activities started again in 2022. The website will keep updated the 
interested communities. 

 

Two new Labs have been announced, namely: 

• CROATIA LAB   
• CENTRAL AMERICA (MEXICO) LAB 
The next Fault2SHA Workshop will host their launch.  

 
 
DISSEMINATIONS & ACTIVE STUDENTS 	
 

The Fault2SHA website (fault2sha.net) remains the main window open to spread the ESC 
WG activities, and upcoming events of interest for the community. In March 2022 it went 
through a minor update, a new administrator added (Jose Alvarez Gomez) and a new active 
Editor of contents (Joanna Faure Walker).  

The most visited pages are those related to the Learning Series, i.e. online presentations, run 
live on zoom, recorded and distributed via YouTube channel too, to facilitate collaborations 
across different disciplines relating to utilising fault data in seismic hazard assessments. The 
purpose of each session is to teach about a topic so that those without specific expertise in the 
subject, but who work in complementary fields, can learn about it so that reading papers, 
attending research presentations, and forming collaborations becomes easier. Speakers are 
asked for a general overview of the topic along the lines of a taught lecture, rather than a 
conference presentation on research. Started in 2021 to face the pandemics, the Learning 
Series collected up to now 14 speakers on interesting topics.  

Nonetheless, the website suffers the lack of dedicated human resources to feed the posts and 
update the contents; the Paper Gallery (OUTREACH main menu) proposed in the past years 
has been abandoned; the Codes and Datasets (TOOLS main menu) are rarely visited. The Ex-
Com is searching for new strategies, to rejuvenate the dissemination and involvement of the 
community. 

About PhD and PostDocs working on the Fault2SHA topics, the “first round” of students is 
entering in a more mature stage of research activity. We are glad to mention some success 
cases:  

• Hugo Sanchez-Reyes – “On the use of Physics-based simulations to evaluate the 
probability of multi-fault ruptures” (Post doctorate started in January 2021 ANR-EQ-
Time and IRSN support). He left his post-doc position for a permanent position at IRD-
IsTerre (Grenoble) in April 2022. 
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• Magali Riesner – Post-doctorate focused on quantifying the deformation across the 
Apennines over the long-term (100 ka to 2 Ma) (started in February 2020 ANR EQTime 
funded). 

• Fiia Nurminen –“Probabilistic fault displacement hazard: improved methodology and 
applications” (Chieti University, Italy and Institut de radioprotection et Sûreté 
Nucléaire, France) ended her contract in November 2021, and PhD in 2022. Since May 
2022 she is employed as a Seismic Hazard Specialist at RINA Consulting (formerly 
D'Appolonia). 

• Octavi Gomez-Novel –“Implications of the integration of paleoseismic data into 
seismic hazard assessments at the Eastern Betic Cordillera, SE Spain” (Facultat de 
Ciències de la Terra, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain) PhD final exam in October 2021. 
Since January 2022 he holds a PostDoc position at the University of Chieti. 

• Thomas Chartier – “Modeling earthquake rates on faults for the probabilistic seismic 
risk assessment” (Ecole Normal Supérieure de Paris and Institut de radioprotection et 
Sûreté Nucléaire, France) PhD completed in 2019. Since January 2020 he works at 
GEM 

• Alessandro Valentini - “Fault-based probabilistic seismic hazard analysis for Italy” 
(Ud’A, Chieti-Pescara, Italy) PhD completed in 2019. Since September 2020 he is 
consultant at the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Wien (A). 

Further opportunities are listed in the JOB OFFER section of the Fault2SHA website. 
We strongly invite the WG members to use this channel for advertising new positions. 

 

ONGOING AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES 
The activity of the WG will continue next year with the aim of improving further the network 
of interested researchers, the sharing of tools and information within and outside of the group. 
The main efforts for the 2022-2023 season is to go back to the powerful thematic Fault2SHA 
workshop, with the organization of the 6th Workshop, to be held in France in Jan-Feb 2023. 
The Call will be announced in Fall.  

 

 

Trieste, Paris 23 Aug 2022 


